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Thank you for inviting me to testify on the critically

ti

important subject of school deiaegregation." Few conte$poreryl:,

.

,

domestic issues command as much public attention as the question
of how this Aditinistration and this Congress plan to redond
'

to the problem of unconstitutional racial segregatidn of
Virtually everyone, I believe, agrees

our public schOols.

with the ultimate objective, -- that is,"` complete" eradication

'Moreover, we all

of state-imposed rac91 segregation.

probably can agree that the achievement of-this objective
is central to the constitutional promise ,of equal protelptipd
of the lawS.
is

In recent years, however, we have witnessed growing
public disenchantment with some of the remedi-go used to

accomplish the constitutional imperative of

eliminating

racial. discrimination in public schooling.

the hefrings,

r

increased
being conducted, by this Subcommittee underscore Ai
0a.

and

pmblic Awareness' of the need to develop enlighte
'forwa'rd- .looking school desegregation remedies an

to eliminate

.

those techniques which have in too many instances proved
.

ji

.

'

.,f.

ineffective, andteven counterproductive, in thei-rast.
.r.

.

To this end, this Subcommittee is currently considering
!
'

Several bills de'aling with the subject of. schook desegi'egation'.
.
,

While the remedial formulas contained
In tt4sei,bills differ
.
.

4.

An a number of respects.--lboth in terms of thgprocedural
approach suggested arid in terms of the substantive relief
contemplated -- all sound the same, theme:

coMpulsor

5

busin

-ry.
A

- 2 -

.
of students in order

.

4

4

tooachieve

racial ballance in the fpublic,

/

ii,z

schools is not an acceptable remedy.

.

A

,

I

As a matter of Asiminknratfon policy, this thenie. has

.

.

..

-

been endorsed _by the President,'the Vice Yresident,-the'
.

Secretary of Education, the Attorney General, and me.
.

The Administration is thus clearly and unequivocally on
record as opposing 'the use of mandatory transportation/of

students,as an element "of relief 4n futureschool desegregation
ti

cases:

Stating our opposition to compelled busing, however, is

but a starting paint in developing just and sound policies
.to achieve the central aim of school desegregation -- equal
education opportunity.

If mandatory busing is 'not an acceptable

tool with, which to combat unconstitutional racial segregation

4

of our public schools, it is incuftent upon all branches of
government to develop reasonable and meaningful alternatives

designed to remove remaining state-enforced racial barriers to
open student enrollment.and to ensfte equal education oppoT.

tunity for all, without regard to race, color or ethnic, orlgin,
It. is in the area of ,developing just such meaningful

alternative approaches, to accomplish to the fullest extent
.,practicable the desegregation of unconstitutionally segregated

publib schoolsYthat we at the Department of Justice ha4e
been concentrating our attention iu recent mbnths., Since
this Subcommittee is engage4 in much the same effort trough
the legislative process, I 'am pleased to.have this opportunity

4

..

Co share with you the thoughts and tentative conclusions
resulting from our analysis to date.

Let me note at the outset that my remarks today are
directed only to the policy cons iderations zaised by the

several bills currently before this Subcommittee.

Other

questions have been raised regarding
the constitutionality
S'
.

of legislation that seeks to restrict the jurisdiNonal authority
of federal courts to order certain r liefi

Those complex

constitutional issues are being carefully scrutinized by
the Department of Justice.

Because that review has not

yet been completed; I will, for the present, place to one:
side all discussion relating' to the constitutional implications
II

of'the several bills in question, and turn my attention
-solety to the remedial considerations undeltdevelopment by
this Administration to

vinhe

the constitutional and

statutory require(ens of equal education opportunity-7 I

'.,hope that this Subcommittee will find the-Administration's

aniigsis -- and the policies borne of that analysis

usefuft

4/

in its consideration of appropriate legislation in this
area.

The Department's responsibility in the field of school
desegregation derives from Titlees IV, VI and IX of the Civil,

Rights Acts of 1964, as well as the Equal Education Opportunity
Act of 1974.

It is important to emphasize that these statutes

dl not authorize the Department of Justice to formulate
education policy.

Nor could they, for under our federal

1.

4

system, primary.responsibiliy for formulating and'implementing
'education policies is constitutionally reserved,to*the states

In carrying out this responsi-

and theiflocal'school -boards.

bility, however, the states cannot transgress constitutional'
bounds, and 'the Department's basic mission under theses federal.

statu es, a mission to which this Admbthistration is fully

.

committed, is to enforce the constitutional right of all
N

.

.

.childken *in public schools to be provided an-equal education
opportunity,. without 'regard to race, color or ethnic origin
In discus,sing with you the particulars 14 how 'we intend
to enforce this constitutional - right, it is important*to

'frame the discussion in proper historical perspective.
,Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 0.954),

is`,

InOrown, the Supreme Court

of course, the starting point.

held' that even though physial facilities andother tangible.
,

elements of the educational environment may be equal; state-4mpcNed
racial segregation of public school students deprives minority
students of.equal protection of "the laws.

aside the shametu

Id. at 4V3.

Casting

"separate-but-equal" doctrine established

scime 434 years earlier in yletsy v. Ferguson, 110 U.S. 537
.

*

(1896Y, the Coufeheld that state-imposed racial separation
W minority students As inferior.

atigmati
4

.

Id.

4

it.494.. The Court co elue ded, thereiore, that state-enfored.
racially 1:eparated,,,,ieducaeion facilities are inherently unequal.
Id.- at 495.
ed.

.44

'
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One year after the initial decision in Brown, the SOpreme
Court, in Brown II, orddred that the Nation's, dual schlook
-)

-

.

'

.

..-

systems be dismantled "with all deliberate speed."

Brown 111

:

i.

',,,00-

Board-of Education, 149 U.S. 294, 300-301 (1955) (Brown II):
\

.

'

.

.

The goal pf a desegregation remedy, the Court declared, is
.....

he admission of students to Pdblic'schools oh a "racially

nondiscrlminat6rybasis."

Ibid.

During theeperiod following Brown 11, state and local
officials engaged in widespread resistance-to the Court's%

decision; thus, few jurisdictions made any real progress
towards desegregation.

In 1968, thirteen years after Brown II,

the Suprem Court' patience ran out.
School. Board, 391 U.S. 430 (1968), the

In Green v. County
ourt was confronted'

with a "freedom-of-choice" plan that had the effect of
preserving a dual, system.

In disApproVing this plan, the

Court made clear that a desegregation plan must be judged

-by its effectiveness in digestablishing state-imposed
segregation.

Id. at 439.

.

The burden on a school board.,

that has operated a dual system, the Court explained, "le tor
come forward with a plan that promises realistically to work
and promises realistically to work now.

Ibid.

In neither Brown nor Green, however,, did the-Co-ux.t.._
$

assert that racial balance in the classroom is-a conititutional-

requirement or an essential element ofthe reliefnecessary
to redress state- enforced segregation in public. schools.,,

"tt

- 6

Rather, the Court held simply that the Constitution requireff

racially nondikpriminetory student assignments and eradication
of the segregative effects of past intentional retrial'
discrimination by s.chool

Because of the problems encountered by the lower courts
N

implementing the Green decision, the Supreme Court returned

to the subject of a school board's remedial obligatqns three
years later in Swann v. Char lotte-Mecklenburg Board of Educatift,
.1%S. 1 (1147i).

Swann specifically rejeCted any "substantive

constitutional right Etoaj particular degree of racial baland el
(1d. at,24), and reiterated that the basic remedial obligction
,

of school boards is "to eliminate
from the public schools
s
all vestiges of-state- imposed segregation."

Id. at 15.

For the first time, 'however, the Court authorized use of

mandatory race-conscious.student assignments to achieve
this objective, explaining that .racially neutral measures,
.

such as neighborhood zoning, may fail to counteract the
continuing effects of past unconstitutionaa segregation.
.4

Id. at 27-28.

Moreover, in light of t!r.prevalence of b

transportation in public school systems, the Swann Cour
upheld the use of mandatory bus transportation as a permissible
tool of school desegregation.

Id. ai 2930.

Thus, in what hasproved to be the last unanimous opinion.
by the High Court in the school desegregation area, the first
tentative step was taken down the remedial road of court-",

ordered, race-conscious ptlpil assignments and transportation.

8
-r

-6

-
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Since then, that road has been traversed involuntarily more
I

.

and'more often by the yellow school bus because of a preoccupation
4.

with racial ratios in the classroan as a desegregation remedy.
What is interesting to note, however, is that the Swann
Court spoke in measured terms, expressing reseuved acceptance
busing as but one of a number o.f .remedial devices available
busing

for use when, and these are the Supreme Court's words,

"practicable,reasonable," "fessi,blel"
and "realistiC."

The Court clearly did not contemplate

indiscriminate use of busing without regard to other important,
and often conflicting, considerations.

Indeed, the Swann

Court,, emphasizing the multiple public and private interests

expressed disapproval

that should inform a desegregatfon decree

of compulsory busing that risks the heal h of students= or

0

ts

significantly impinges on the, educational' procpss,)made

clear that busing can be ordered-only bo eliminatethe effects
of_ state-imposed segregation and not to attain racial .balance

in the schoolsand tacitly admonished courts to- rely on
experience

exercising their equitable remedial powers.

di n
;

Today, a de*cade after Swann, there is ample reason to
t

heed that admonition.
.

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes counseled
I

.

.

t

wisely, in his bo'ok The Common,Law, that "4thelife of the law
..

.

has

_

t been logic, it has been experience."

Unlike 1971,

when no court had.any empirical evidence oq. which to assess
%the advisability or effectiveness of mandatory gusting, now

we have 10 years of experience and the results of hundKeds,
of busing, decrees on which to draw in formulating current

'!=INIMMEINNI

.- 8 -

desegregation policies.

It is against this backdrop that
t

courts, legislators, and the public must -- as Swann itself 4
signaled -- now reconsider the wisdom of mandatdry busing
as a remedy for de jure segregation.
Few issues have generated as much public angkish and
(

resistance, and have deflected as mdch'time and .resources
away from needed endeavors to enric,4 the educational environment

of'public schools, as courtordered busing.

The results of

numerous studies aimeat determining the impact of busing
educational- achievement 'are at best mixed.

There has yet

to be produced sufficient evidence showing that mandatory
transportation if students has been adequately attentive to
.the seemingly forgotten "other" remedial, objective of both
Brown' and Swann; naffely, establishment of all educational
4

environment. that

ffers an equal education Opportunity to

every school chid, irrespective of race, color, or ethnic
"lbr

origin.

In his May address to the American Law Institute,

Attorney General William trench Stith accurately commented
p"

on the accumurated evidence` in this area in the,following
terms:

Some"studies have found negatIve effects
Other studies 'indicate
on achievement.
that bmsing.does not ha e positive effects
other consid
on achievement and th
erations are more li ely to produce
significant positive influence*s.

4

t
-"N

1 00

O

In addition, in many communities
where courts have implemented busing
In
prahs, resegregation has occurred.
some instances upwardly mobile whites
and blacke have merely chosen to leave
In other inthe urban environment.
(
stances, a concern for the quellty of
the schools their children Attend has
caused parents to move beyond the Teach
of busing orders. Other par s have
chosen to enroll theirkchildre,
priYate schools that they consI- r
better able to provide a quality
The desertion' of our
education.
cities' school systejn has sometimes
elimimated any chance of achieving
ntra-city
racial balance even,i
busing were ordered.
.

1

0

These lessons ,of experience htve.not been lost osome

judges, indluding members of tbt Supreme Court, where opinion

in this area isnow sharply divided.. For example, Justide
#

-

-Levis Powsil recently remarked in dissent in the Estes case:
This pursuit of racial bal.ince at
is without constiany cost
tutional or social justification.
.

.

.

Ou of zeal to remedy one evil,
courts may encourage or set the
stage for other evils. By acting
against one race schools, courts
may produce one race systems. */
,

Thp

ight from urban'pubI -ic schools has contributed to

the tax base'f a number of cities,

he dr Sion

h has

ect bearing on the growing inabili;y Of

in' turn had a

sany scho 1 sydiems to provide a quality education to their
students -- whether bl

orwhite.

Similarly., the loss

he. Dallas NAACP,
Estes v. etro olitan'Bra ches
W7
J.,
jot
ed by Stewart
50.(1980)
(Powel
7444 U.S. 437,

and Rehnquist
certiorari as

i

J., dissenting, om disco -ksal of
providently granted

IN

A

0

,

arenta-support and involvement -- which often comes

o

with the a

ndowlent of a neighborhood school policy

:ro,bbed many public

hdol systems of a crktical component Of

successful educational prog

.

'There is, in addition,
N

,

,

\

growing empirical evidence that eAuca

na,1 achfevemen't----

does not dependupon racial balance in 'pubLic.thools.
7

'o be sure; some communities have accepted/mandatory,

busing, thus avoiding some of itsnegative effects.

Unfortu-

-_-

nately, however, calm acceptance of mandatory ysilig is _

rbo often not forthComing; and, plainly, the stronger the
_parental and community resistance, the less effective

becomes a compulsory student transportation pie*
One of the principal objections to busing is that
courts -- firequently 'relying on the advice of experts --

have largely ignored the measured terms ,of thelSwann decision
and have employed busing indiscriminately, on, the apparent
assumption that the cure -all -for past intentionza. segregative
acts is to reconstitute all clAssrositms along stricte.eacial
-percentages.
,'\

Not even in a perfect educational/world would

one expect to find every school/room populated by precise
A

racial percentage s that mirror the gen4ral.pcou1ation.
'

Mandatory busing has °also been legiiimately criticized on.
0

the grounds that it has been eM'ployed in some cases to alter racial

1

2

.2

1'

- /Y
N.

1

-.

-

imbalance Chat'is in 'ITO way attributable:to.the intentionally
.

..'

..

.

..

.

.4

.

segregative acts of state

chool District, 413 U.S
t

n -Keyes v. Denver

189 (1973), the Supreme' Court held

hat a findiTig of state-imposed.racial segregation in One
-

p ortion

of .a school system creates a presumpVion that racial
.

.

.

,imbalance'in
other port.kons of the system fs also the-product
--\

Or:

.

*

To avoid imposition of a system-wide des&gregation

of state action.

.

A

)plan, 'which often includes system-wide busing, a school board
.4111

.

subject to the Keyes presumption must shoulder the unrealisti!F
burdeq of proving that ra=cial balance in other areas of the'

system is not attributdble to the state.' Consequently, the
.

application of Keyes has in my view resulted in systemwide
transpOxtation remedies

at in-some-instanceeencOmpass not

only de jure, or-stateTimposed, segregation, but

'de, facto

d

,

V

...-------------------.

segreg tion'as well.

.

Sobered by thip experience, the Administration has
reexamined the remedies employed in school desegregarlop
4

cases.

.

p

Stated succintly, we have concluded that involuntary

.

busing has largely 'failed in two major respect*:

(1 it has

failed to, elicit public support and (2) it has failed to
adx(nce,the overriding goal of equal, education opportunity.
Adherence to ap ex,periment that has not withstood the test
41

of experience obviously makes little sense.1
e

kcoordidgly, the Department will henaforth, on a

finding hy a court Of djure racial segregation, seek

t4

,13

r'

f

.

#)

r 12 -

:

,

'6.

. w ded4regation'remedy that emphzesizes the following three

componentsrather than court-ordered busing:
(i)

(JAY

.:(iii)
we

removal of all ptaeel-enforced
racial barriers to open access
to public schools;

insurance that all studenta
white, black, hispanic or of any
othef'.ethnic origin -- are
-provided equal opportunities
to obtain an education of Compaiable quality;

:

eradicationrto the fullest extent
practicable-of the remaining
vestiges of the prior dual,systems.

To accomplish' this thr.earpart objective, we have developed,
I think, ) coherent, sound, and just litigation policy that

will ensure fair enforcement of the.civil rights laws, eliminate
0
the adverse results attending percentage busing, and make- /edudIptio41 issues the foremost considerati
As, part of that
thdrolighly investigate

ation. policy Department will
background of every racially

V

identifiable school in a.O.strict to determine,whether the
a

racial segregation is 'de jure or de facto,

.

In deciding to

initiate litigation we will not make us-e of the Keyes presumption,

but-will define tae violation precisely and seek to limit the
remedy only,to'rebose schools in which racial imbalance is the
Or

product of intentionally segregativg acts of state officials.
And all aspects of practicability, such as disruption to the
education process, community acceptance, and student safety,
Will be weighed in designing a desegregation remedy.

-49
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In. d'eveloping the specific remedial techniques to

-accomplish this three-part objective, we recognize that no
single desegregation technique:provides%Nan answer.

Nor
4

does any particular combination of techniques offer the
perfect remedial formula for all cases.
approaches that -seem t

But some k desvgregation
f

hold promise, for success include:

,

'

,-.."
.

,

voluntary student transfer programs; magnet schools;, enhanced
gericulumIrequir,,Ame.ats; faculty incentives; in-service

training programs foi teachers and-administrators; school

clings fin systems with excess capacity and new construction.
in systems that are over"crowded; and modest adjustments to
attendance zones.

The overarching principle guiding the

se414ction of any on all of these remedial techniques --

or indeed resorting to others that may be developh,-- is
equal education npportunity.

Let me add that our present thinking is to give,this
approach prospective application only.

We thus do not

contemplate routinely. reopening decrees that have proved

effective in prActiee.

The law generally recognizes a special

interest in the finality of judgments, And that interest rt

4

particularly' strong in the area of school desegregation.

Nothing'we have learned in the 10 years since Swann leads to
.the conclusion that the public would be well served by reopening
wounds that have long since healedc
ilk

*

,..'

14 4

9

--

On the other hand, someschool districts may have been

dismasftle

strctessful in their -afforis'to

the dual systems

of an earlier era., Others might be able to demonstrate that
circumatances within The, system have "changed to such a degree
that cont'inu'ed adherenCe to,a forced buseng rem dy would

,4in the wake

serve no desegregative Tpu'rpose:

of whtte'flight or demographic shifts.,. black children are

being bused from one predominantly black school to an'Other,
the school System should not be required to continue such
.

assignments. .Atre'quest by the local school board to reopen
the decree in such circumstances, would in my view be

appropriate, and the Justice Department might well not

opposeouch a request so long as we are satisfied that the

.

VP

threeo.emedial obje,ctiVes discussed above will not be compromised.

There is another dimension to the Administration's
D

.

A

current school desegregation policy that deserves mention.

Apart from the issue oftunconsttutional pupil- assignments,
exPerience has taught that identifiably black schools sometimes

rectivernEerior edikeational attenti-on.

Whatever the ultimate

racial composition, in the classroom, the oonstitutional

guaranty of equaedd-cetion opportunity.prohibits school
officials 'from intenlonally depriving any student, on the
-.
.

basis of Tace,-color, or, ethnic origin, of an equal oppgkunity
4

I

:5

to receive an educaeion comparable in quality to that wing

recelvdd by other stbdents in
.1..

e school district.

--

A

Ilk - 15,Deliberately providing a lower level of educatibnal
services to identifiably black schools is as invidious as
2

deliberate facial se-gregation.

Evidence of such conduct by

state officials might include disparities in tWe tabgible
components of. education, such as the level 'and breadth of

academic and extracurricular programs, the educational achievement
and experience of teachers and administrators, and the size,
age, and general conditions of physical facilities.
Indeed, Swann itself held that, independent of student

4

assignmeiftl-where it is possible to tt, identify a black school

"siMply by reference to the radial composition of teachers

and Staff, the quality of,school buildings and equipment, or
the organization of sports activities, a prima facie case of
violation of substantive constitutional rights under the
.

Equal Protection Clause is shown."

402 U.S.Cat 18.

The

-

I,

4

Court explained that the,proper remedy in such cases is to
111

"produce schools of like quality, facilities, and staffs."

Despite the recognition of this constitutional

Id. at 19.

right by a unanimous Court in Swann, shits have rarely-been
brought to redress such wrongs.
In pursukng'constitutional violations of this kind,
the Justice Department in ,no way intends to second-guess or
.,

otherwis't intrude into the educational decisions and policymaking

of state education officials.

That function, as I have

previously made clear, is reserved to the states.

And'in many

cases substaritial disparities fn the tangible components of

17

.T
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education may Whll be attributable to legitimate, racially
But when such disparities are the'

nondikcriminatory factors.

e

product of intentional racial discrimination by state officials.,
can. it seriously be maintained that tile educationally disadvantaged
.4k

Our

students-are being afforded equal-protection of the laps?

future enforcement policies will be aimed at detecting and cart/

..

.
.

,

recting any such constitutional violations wherever they occur.

In suml the Administration remains firm in its-resolve
to ferret out any and all instances of unlawful racial segregation

and tobring such practices to a halt.
'

We do not believe

that successful pursuit of that ,policy requires resort to a

desegregation remedy known from experience to be largely
ineffective and, in many 'cases, counterproductive.

The

school desegregation bills currently being considered by this
Subcommittee suggest a similar attitude on the part of members .

of the Senate. NTo the extent that those bills seek to restrict
nt transportation as a tool of,.

the use ofd mandatory

y reflect the thinking of the

school desegreiatiOrt
.

Administration in this area;

MN,

I would sound only _one cautionary note.

In framing

p

1

.

legislation aimedat eliminating, or severely limiting, the
use of forced busing as an-rvailable remedial tool, ;care
e-

stould be taken not to draft the statutoryprohibition so
A

broadly that it bans as well-other desegregation techniques

_

which have not bean shown to be.ineffective or counterproductive in combating state-imposed racial segregation

48
=it
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4

A

of our public schools.

In this regard, a-.legislative prohibition

against inferior federal courts ordering transportation of
students to obtain racial_balance in the schodis need not,
in our view, aleo preclude uses of other remedis; techniques
4

such--e-es-school closings in systems with excats capacity or

involuntary transfers

f teachers to break up state- created

racially. identifiable f culAes.

The wmidence currently available to the Department of
Justice indicates that school closings-and teacher'transfers
may in some instances assist effectively iiveliminating the
)

vestiges of racially discriminatory dual' school systems.

Nor does the Department have information suggesting that
-these desegregation techniques are attended by

ny of the

adverse consequences often:associated with manda q y student
transportation.

Accordingly, we would hope that the Sub/

committee, in its consdderation of.appropriate anti-busing
legislation, would heslitate before eliminating desegregAtion

methods which, unlike mandatory bus ?ng, havA been-usefully
-employed in the past.to assist in vindicating Aeconstitutional
guaranty of eactial education opportunity,. for all public school
S

studelitit, regardless of race,' color or'ethnic origin.

In closing, let 'me state that this Administration will'
,tirelessly attack state-imposed/yiegregation,of our Natioes

public schools on account of race, color or ethnic origin.
=

The Deppr;ment' mission continues -'to be the' pr mpt. and
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-complete eradication of de jure segregation.

Wiile the

relief we leek mai differ in certain respects -'from the

remedies 'elied-upon by our predecessors, the Department
nf -Just'i'ce wil' not retreat from its statut, fty and coniti..

rutinnal obligation to vindicate the cherished constitutinnal
guaranty of equal education opportuni,ty.,
,/

Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to respond

to questions that you or other members of the SuAommittee
-=

may have.

1
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